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TS230  Multifunctional oil

PI TS230 20230428

TUNAP Sports

The multi-purpose oil can be used 5 times. Multi oil is the first choice for removing light surface rust, 
a simple contact spray, lubricating bearings and shock joints or maintaining the frame surface. It pro-
tects against corrosion and does not attack paint, seals, plastic, or rubber.

TUNAP SPORTS quality promise:
 ✔ No allergenic fragrances.
 ✔ No n-hexane or aromatics.
 ✔ Without damaging solvents.
 ✔ As environmentally friendly as possible.
 ✔ As safe for humans as possible.
 ✔ No microplastics.

Properties
 ✔ Universal multi-purpose oil.
 ✔ Covers 5 applications in one product: lubricant, rust remover, cleaner, corrosion 

protection and contact spray.
 ✔ The good lubricating properties reduce friction and wear.
 ✔ Protects against moisture and corrosion.
 ✔ Excellent creep properties.
 ✔ Long-term functionality.
 ✔ Very economical.

Application area
 ✔ For maintaining all moving components on the wheel
 ✔ Elimination of light surface rust or lubrication of bearing or damper joints on the full 

suspension
 ✔ After repairing, maintaining or washing the bicycle. 

Instructions
1. Spray multi oil onto the parts and leave to work.
2. Depending on the application, e.g.: remove the rust or dirt with a cloth or a brush.
3. Wipe off excess oil using a soft cloth.

Notice
 ✔ A convenient problem solver for your backpack on multi-day tours.

Product Description Contents Article Number Packaging Unit
Multifunctional oil 125 ml 1103006 12 PCS

Additional accessory Article Number Packaging Unit
0 1401016 400 PCS


